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10 Seto Inland Sea

Topography of the Seto Inland Sea

Surface area
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The Seto Inland Sea is the largest inland sea in Japan Ten prefectures border it and additional inland prefectures are

close to it on the islands of Honshu Shikoku and Kyushu The Sea stretches up to east to west and to

north to south It is connected to the Pacific Ocean through the Kii Channel on the east and to the Sea of Japan through

Bungo Channel and Kanmon Strait on the west

Seto Inland Sea is the largest inland sea of

Japan and is surrounded by Honshu Shikoku

and Kyushu Seto Inland Sea has approximately islands and a long coastline of The Seto Inland Sea is approximate

ly wide from west to east and has a maximum north to south distance of and its surface area is

The average water depth is m and the volume is There are a lot of bays and reefs in Seto Inland Sea and it

connects to Pacific Ocean by Kii Channel and Bungo Channel Seto Inland Sea is also connect to the Sea of Japan by Kanmon

Strait

The Seto Inland Sea region is relatively warm and low rainfall region whose average temperature is about and annual

rainfall is about According to "Climate Change Monitoring Report " of the Japan Meteorological Agency

it said that increase of average temperature and that of tropical night is remarkable in the Seto Inland Sea area

It is about m water depth of most of the Seto Inland Sea Water depth of the center of the Kii Channel an east open

ing is m and that of the Bungo Channel a west opening is about m

Features of the Seto Inland Sea is fast tide due to a big difference of high and low tide There are high tides and two low

tide twice a day Water level difference between high tide and low tide is called "tidal range" which is m in the east

and is m in west Due to tidal range tide of several knots occurs and it will be knots m sec in the narrow

strait such as Naruto Strait and Hayami Strait
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Archipelago

Itsukushima shrine
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In the Seto Inland Sea there are a variety of nature such as so many rivers reed bed tideland the straits whose tide

is fast and calm water flow area called Nada Emergence of about animal species fish species and the emergence

of about plant species has been reported

In the Seto Inland Sea there are a lot of seaweed such as eelgrass ha sargassum ha and other algae sea

trumpet sea lettuce ecklonia cava ha

Seto Inland Sea as the first national park in Japan was

designated in and its area is about ha land only

Characteristics of the Seto Inland Sea National Park are multi

island strait observatory to look at the sea The number of

visitors of the Seto Inland Sea National Park in fiscal year

is million people which occupies the % of the whole

National Park visitors It is the second largest popular national

park behind the Fuji Hakone Izu National Park

Itsukushima Shrine was built in the th century by Taira

no Kiyomori one of the men in power during the Heian Period

The shrine stands in the sea and is surrounded by steep lush

mountains in the background It is highly appreciated for its

unique and beautiful Japanese style architecture and was

declared as a World Heritage site in December

In the early modern period of the Seto Inland Sea reclamation cotton cultivation and salt production is carried out actively

In the high economic growth period after the World War its industrial structure is changed from primary industry to

secondary industry and tertiary industry

Seto Inland Sea has been important route of maritime goods transportation from long ago Especially in the early modern

period Seto Inland Sea was used as important route to transport the product such as salt to Osaka area In addition Korean

envoys passed through the Seto Inland Sea in order to go to Edo

In the Seto Inland Sea a lot of traditional events are take place such as fire festival bow praying Kangen music festival

boat rowing and Setouchi International Art Festival

The total area of the prefectures surrounding the Seto Inland Sea is about accounting for % of the total land

area of Japan In the Seto Inland Sea area has a total population of approximately million which is nearly % of

Japan's entire population The population density of the region in is people which is times as many as the

national average The number has increased times since and is still increasing although at a slower pace

The total production value of related prefectures in fiscal year was trillion and billion yen which grew by

about times since In addition prefectures in the total production of the relationship prefectures in fiscal year

account for about one quarter of gross domestic product For industry composition ratio primary industry and the secondary
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Changes in fishery production volume in Seto Inland Sea

Changes in COD pollution load generation in the Seto Inland Sea
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industry is on the decline On the other hand the composition ratio of tertiary industry is increasing Industry production

value composition ratio of fiscal year of related prefectures of the first industry is % that of the secondary industry

is % and that of the tertiary industry is %

In Sea fishery production in the Seto Inland Sea is tons which account for % of sea fishery production of

Japan million tons Sea aquaculture production in the sea is tons which account for % of Sea aquaculture

production of Japan million tons

Characteristics of the fishery in the Seto Inland Sea is that the proportion of sea aquaculture production is large which is

times as many as the sea fishery production Firearms farming accounts for % of sea aquaculture production and lav

er aquaculture accounted for % of that Sea farming Laver production of the Seto Inland Sea tons and it accounts

for % of the production of Japan

The Sea is greatly influenced by incoming rivers due to its relatively shallow depth Seasonal fluctuation in water temperature

and salinity influenced by rainfall makes the area susceptible to episodic events such as red tides

COD nitrogen and phosphorus pollution from the land has been greatly reduced by efforts of sixth order term water quality

total reduction In the Osaka Bay COD nitrogen phosphorus concentration is improved but they are high in the Seto Inland

Sea
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Changes in Nitrogen pollution load generation in the Seto Inland Sea

Changes in Phosphorus pollution load generation in the Seto Inland Sea

Changes of COD in the Seto Inland Sea
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Changes of total nitrogen in the Seto Inland Sea

Changes of total phosphorus in the Seto Inland Sea

The Red Tide

Number of incidents of red tide

Source: "broad comprehensive water quality survey" Ministry of the Environment

Annual red tide occurrence of was about but in recent years it was

reduced to about Fishery damage to aquaculture fish by red tide occurred

times in but now times in a year Today red tide of diatoms which causes

discoloration of Laver is reported in the Seto Inland Sea and give a severe damage

to laver farming
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Sea areas red tide has occurred

Progress of a comprehensive water quality conservation
measures of the Seto Inland Sea

COD : Chemical Oxygen Demand

（ ）2013
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Establishment of the Seto Inland Sea
environmental conservation Temporary
Measures Act
First order COD total reduction
Reference year the target year
Second COD total reduction
Reference year the target year
Third order COD total reduction
Reference year the target year
th COD total reduction
Reference year the target year
th COD nitrogen phosphorus total re
duction
Reference year the target year
th COD nitrogen phosphorus total
reduction
Reference year the target year
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Sediment Quality

Reduction of neritic region

Compared to the survey results of the sediment quality of was improved Dead water region such

as inner part of bay water improvement is hampered due to long term and decomposition of organic matter and nutrients

which accumulated in the bottom mud

In the coastal areas many seaweed beds and tidal flats have been lost due to the development of landfill associated with

the development of heavy and chemical industry Eelgrass beds has decreased by about % in Tidal flat area

has decreased by % in However it increased slightly in

In the Seto Inland Sea environmental destruction

got worse due to the concentration of heavy and

chemical industries and population in high economic

growth period Under the national uniform specific laws

and regulations it was difficult to stop the pollution

of the Seto Inland Sea so Setouchi environmental protec

tion Temporary Measures Law was enacted in

Only by the regulation of concentration standards it

was difficult to achieve the water quality environmental

standards in the closed water areas There was a need

to comprehensively reduce the pollution load to the

waters including the inland prefectures In the

Water Pollution Control Law and the Seto Inland Sea

environmental protection Temporary Measures Law

was amended and water quality total reduction system

was introduced On the basis of this law the first ord

er total reduction for COD has been carried out from

but the problem that occurs due to the eutrophica

tion of occurrence such as red tide still occurred

Environmental standards of nitrogen and phosphorus
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Changes in sewage treatment population and penetration rate of sewage treatment population

are set in after that they designated as the target in the total reduction In th total reduction of basic policy

has been formulated in order to reduce the COD Chemical Oxygen Demand nitrogen phosphorus in Osaka bay and not

to worsen the COD of the Seto Inland Sea and to maintain the actual condition of nitrogen and phosphorus

In addition sewage improvement has been continuing penetration rate of sewage treatment reached % in

Seto Inland Sea environmental conservation governor mayor meeting <http: gmc seto jp >

Health organizations Federation <http: www zeneiren or jp >

The Association for the Environmental Conservation of Seto Inland Sea

<http: www seto or jp >

Ministry of the Environment Current status etc of the Seto Inland Sea

https: www env go jp water heisa seto_comm mat pdf accessed March

Marine Weather Association Weather and Sea Conditions of Seto Inland Sea

https: www env go jp water heisa seto_comm mat pdf accessed March

GSI website Geographical Survey Institute map e Land Web http: maps gsi go jp accessed March

Ministry of the Environment Seto Inland Sea: Future Vision and Environmental Conservation Restoration

http: www env go jp press files jp pdf accessed March

Ministry of the Environment Central Environment Council Water Environment Subcommittee: nd Total Reduction

Expert Committee Documents

https: www env go jp council water y mat pdf accessed March

Kumamoto Prefecture Matsushima archipelago

http: www pref kumamoto jp kiji_ html accessed March

Miyajima Itsukushima Shrine Island where people and God live together

http: www miyajima wch jp jp itsukushima html accessed March

Ministry of the Environment Basic policy of total reduction relating to th total reduction chemical oxygen

demand nitrogen and phosphorus

https: www env go jp water heisa kisei html accessed March

Japan Coast Guard Marine Information Section Depth of the Seto Inland Sea

http: www kaiho mlit go jp KAN _sodan mame topic htm accessed March
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